
Lesson 31: Analyzing word choice and its impact on 
meaning



We analyzed incidents in Chapter 
7 that propelled the action 

forward and revealed insight into 
Buck’s deepening inner conflict in 

The Call of the Wild.



Today we will:

● Examine the author’s word 
choice in describing Buck’s final 
transformation, and analyze its 
impact on tone, mood, and the 
text’s meaning.

● Analyze Buck’s decision to heed 
“the call” at the end of Chapter 7.



You will need:

● The Call of the Wild by 
Jack London

● Your split-page notes for 
Chapter 7

● Your incident chart

● Your tone words handout

● Your conversation stems



● Follow along in your copy of The 
Call of the Wild as I read aloud 
paragraphs 39-42 of Chapter 7.



“The Yeehats were dancing about the wreckage of the spruce-bough lodge 

when they heard a fearful roaring and saw rushing upon them an animal the like 

of which they had never seen before. It was Buck, a live hurricane of fury, hurling 

himself upon them in a frenzy to destroy. He sprang at the foremost man--it was 

the chief of the Yeehats--ripping the throat wide open till the rent jugular spouted 

a fountain of blood. He did not pause to worry the victim, but ripped in passing, 

with the next bound tearing wide the throat of a second man. There was no 

withstanding him. He plunged about in their very midst, tearing, rending, 

destroying, in constant and terrific motion which defied the arrows they 

discharged at him.… Then a panic seized the Yeehats, and they fled in terror to the 

woods, proclaiming as they fled the advent of the Evil Spirit.

“And truly Buck was the Fiend incarnate, raging at their heels and dragging 

them down like deer as they raced through the trees.”



● Follow along in your copy of The 
Call of the Wild as I read aloud 
paragraphs 41-43 of Chapter 7.



How do the words and phrases of paragraphs 41-43 
contribute to the meaning and tone of the text? 



● Follow along in your copy of The 
Call of the Wild as I read aloud 
paragraphs 43-46 of Chapter 7.



Consider the title of the novel and the title of 
Chapter 7, “The Sounding of the Call.” Why does 

Buck finally heed the call at the end of Chapter 7 as 
opposed to earlier in his journey?



● Add the following incidents to 
your incident chart:

○ Buck’s revenge on the 
Yeehats

○ Buck’s actions in paragraph 
46

● On the right-hand side, record 
your observations and analysis 
of what themes and ideas each 
incident suggests.



In this lesson, you reread key sections of chapter 
7 of The Call of the Wild by Jack London to 
discuss Buck’s decision to heed “the call.”

You also analyzed how word choice, including 
figurative language, contributes to the tone and 

meaning of the text.


